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ABSTRACT

The Drum Assay System (DAS) at the Stored Waste Experimental Pilot Plant

(SWEPP) is a second-generation active-passive neutron assay system of the type

developed by Caldwell et al.l lt has been used to assay over 5000 208-1iter

drums of transuranic waste from the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). Data from these

a assays have been examined and compared with the assays performed at Rocky

Flats, mainly utilize counting of 239pu gammarays. For the most part the

passive assays are in very good agreement with the Rocky Flats assays. The

active assays are strongly correlated with the results of the other two

methods, but require matrix-dependent correction factors beyond those provided

by the system itself. A set of matrix-dependent correction factors has been

developed from the study of the assay results.
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MATRIX EFFECTS IN TRU ASSAYS USING THE SWEPP PAN ASSAY SYSTEM

J. R. Smith

INTRODUCTION

More than 130,000 drums and 11,000 boxes of radioactive waste are stored at

the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC)at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Much of this waste will be transferred to the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico. Another portion will be

classified as Low Level Waste (LLW) (less than I00 nCi/g), which can be buried

under less stringent controls than those employed at WIPP. Some waste will be

processed at the INEL to reduce its volume, before being classifieJ as

transuranic (TRU) waste to go to WIPP, or LLWto be buried in Nevada. To

determine which route the waste will follow, each drum or crate must be

• examined and its TRU content certified. To make possible the assay of the

huge backlog of waste drums, the assay procedure must be rapid and accurate.
Q

DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSAY SYSTEM

The instrument selected to examine the waste is the Los Alamos

second-generation Passive-Active Neutron (PAN) assay system developed by

Caldwell et al I Only a brief description of the PANsystem is given here

For further details, see Reference I.

The SWEPPinstallation is shown in Figure I. lt is basically a rectangular

chamber in which the drum to be assayed is placed, surrounded by 3He detectors

embedded in the polyethylene surrounding the chamber. Some of the detectors

are shielded by cadmium, so they are not sensitive to thermal neutrons.

Others are unshielded. Both types of detectors are included in the packages

present in each of the six surfaces surrounding the chamber--the four walls

plus the top and bottom of the chamber•





The Active Assay System

This instrument has two assay modes, both of which depend upon the detection

of neutrons from the contained TRU waste. The active mode is the more complex

procedure lt utilizes the shielded detectorsplus two flux monitors and a

neutron generator. The neutron generator produces 14-MEV neutrons in pulses

of i06 neutrons each. After each pulse the neutrons are thermalizedthrough

collisions in the graphite and polyethylenein the walls of the assay chamber.

The flux dies away through absorption and escape of the neutrons. During the

period of dieaway there is present in the chamber a more or less isotropic

flux of interrogatingthermal neutrons,which penetrates the drum being

assayed. When the thermalized neutrons encounter fissile material within the

waste matrix, they cause fissions. The resultingfission neutrons penetrate

the cadmium covers surroundingthe shieldeddetectors and are counted for a

gated period of 380 microsecondsduring the dieaway time of the thermal flux.

A later count for 1000 microsecondsmeasures the background for the active

• assay. The detector response is normalized by dividing the

background-correctedcount by the count observed for the first flux monitor,

which is a small bare 3He tube mounted at the top of the rear wall of the

assay chamber.

A second flux monitor is used to deduce the effects of the absorptionof

neutrons by the materials of the waste matrix, lt is the presence of this

monitor that makes the SWEPP system a "secondgeneration" unit. The second

monitor, or Barrel Flux Monitor (BFM) is mounted in a back corner of the assay

chamber, lt is a 3He detector with a contouredcadmium shield that excludes

thermal neutrons except for those scatteredfrom the waste matrix in the drum.

Highly absorptivematrices will scatter fewer neutrons to the BFM. The ratio

of the neutrons counted by the two monitor detectors is an index of the

. neutron absorption by the matrix. The absorptioncorrection appears to work

well for very uniform matrices, such as sludges, lt is less successful for

inhomogeneousmatrices,where regions of high neutron absorption cross section

are interspersedwith regions which readily pass neutrons. In such cases the
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thermal neutrons can reach the BFMwithout properly sampling the absorption

properties of the waste matrix.

lt is found empirically that the active assay is also affected by the amount

of moderating material in the waste matrix.], A moderator correction factor is

applied to account for these effects, lt is based upon the ratio of the

shieldeddetector counts to the total detector counts in the passive assay

mode. Since the shielded and unshielded detectors respond to neutrons of

differentenergies, the ratio yields a rough indicationof the shape of the

neutron spectrum. Changes in the spectral shapeare assumed to be primarily

affected by the amount of moderator in the waste matrix. The overall

correction factor is the product of the absorption and moderator correction

factors.

The advantage of the active method is its good sensitivityto the presence of

small quantities of fissile materials. Its disadvantageis its vulnerability

to neutron absorption by the waste matrix, which is often a more complex

problem than can be solved by the BFM alone.

The Passive Assay System

The passive assay system senses the presenceof TRU materials in the waste

through detection of neutrons from spontaneousfission, principally of 240pu.

Neutrons from spontaneousfission are correlated in time, and the correlation

is identified by looking for neutrons within the dieaway time following

detection of a first neutron. There are actually two passive neutron systems.

One utilizes only the shielded detectors, and has a short gated counting time,

currently about 35 microseconds. The second uses the output of both the bare

and the shielded detectors and has a relatively long gated time of 250

microseconds. The "short-gated"assay is selected if the total count rate

exceeds 2000 counts per second. The amount of total Pu present is calculated

using the known isotopic rati_oof the Pu isotopes• This conversion is valid

for RFP waste, for which the fraction of 240pu is reasonably constant at about

0.059•
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The passive assay is much less affected by absorption of neutrons by the waste

matrix than is the active assay. This is because the passive mode requires .

only that the fast neutrons escape from the waste matrix, while the active

mode requires that first the thermal neutrons penetrate the matrix, and

secondly that the fast neutrons escape. Therefore the passive assay is

preferred, provided that spontaneously fissioning material is indeed present,

and that the statistical precision for the passive counting is adequate to

yield good results. Statistical precision suffers if the counting rate is

either too low or too high. At low rates there are simply not enough counts

to obtain good statistics. At high rates the assay is essentially an attempt

to measure a small difference between two very large numbers. High counting

rates often indicate the presence of a large neutron background due to (=,n)

neutrons. These are neutrons produced by nuclear reactions between =-

particles emitted by the TRU materials and various materials of the medium in

which they are located. Some RFP drums contain substantial amounts of

fluorine, magnesium, chlorine, aluminum, or even beryllium, for which the

(=,n) production rates are very high.

8

The decision tree of the SWEPPassay procedures calls for the active assay to

be accepted if it indicated a Pu content of 20 grams or less. Above that

value the passive assay is accepted, provided that the calculated statistical

error of the passive assay is less than 40 g Pu. A larger statistical error

indicates that the neutron rates are either too low or too high to yield a

reliable assay. A number of drums have been encountered for which the (=,n)

content led to assays for which both the assay values and their attendant

errors reached values of several hundredgrams of Pu. Assays with such large

errors are useless. Under these conditions the decision tree branches back to

a corrected value of the active assay. The correction factor applied depends

upon the matrix material in the drum. The matrix correction factors currently

in use are those installedon 7 September 1989, and are shown in Table i.

• This report describes a study which revealed the need for such matrix-

dependentcorrection factors, and the method developed for determining their

• magnitude. 'Theactual values chosen represent the results of discussionswith

John Caldwell, and a compromise in points of view.



TABLE I. Active Assay Correction Factors

Content Code Active Mass Correction*

292 Act Mass : FTRUM * (I + 0.0358 * FTRUM)

300 & 303 Act Mass : FTRUM * (I + 0.015 * FTRUM)

320 Act Mass : 2.50 * FTRUM * (I + 0.02 * FTRUM)

339 Act Mass = 2.6 * FTRUM

376 Act Mass = 2.54* FTRUM

393 Act Mass : 2.82 * FTRUM

409 Act Mass- 10.8 * FTRUM / CF

411 Act Mass = 13.0 * FTRUM / CF

480 Act Mass : 2.9 * FTRUM

All other Codes Act Mass : FTRUM * (I + 0.015 * FTRUM)

/

* FTRUM is the active mass before applicationof the matrix correction

factor

CF is the correction factor generated by the assay algorithm.

i

EXAMINATIONOF ASSAY DATA

In the present study we examined the result,_of assays of approximately5000

drums by the SWEPP PA_ system. This is a large enough sample to make it

possible to examine the data for evidence of systematic effects. The PAN

produces two estimatesof the plutoniumcontent of a drum" the active and the

passive assay. An additional estimate is given by the Rocky Fiats value,



which for all but the sludges is based on gamma-ray counting. With three

estimates of the Pu content available, it becomes possible to form judgments

' concerning the relative validity of the three methods. If all three are in

good agreement, it is assumed that they give a particularly reliable estimate

of the Pu content of the drum. If two agree but the third differs markedly,

it is assumed that the two in agreement are reasonably correct, and that a

search should be made for a source of error in the third assay.

The general procedure followed in comparing assay results is to plo_tone set

of results against another. The resultingdisplay shows graphically the

degree of agreementor disagreementbetween the assay systems. If the

measurementsare well correlated,the points will be concentratedin the

vicinity of a line. If a proportionalityexists, the line will be straight,

and if the assays are generally equal the slope of the line will be unity.

Usually the slope of the line is somewhat different from unity. In that case

1 the slope of the line representsa correction factor that could be

systematicallyapplied to one set of data to force agreementwith the other

set.m

For the data fitting we chose the linear regression procedure of Lotus 1-2-3.

We chose the "zero intercept" option in orderto establish the correction

factor between the data sets as a fixed multiplier. A non-zero intercept

could be interpreted as indicating a bias in one of the assay methods.

However, such an indication would more likely be merely an artifact of the

broad data scatter, and not significant. Therefore all of the data fitting

done in this study utilized the "zero intercept" option.

The assays were compared two by two. For each content code we made plots of

the passive assay vs the active assay, Rocky Flats values vs the active assay,

and passive vs RFP. Becauseof the resultinglarge number of plots, we have

placed them in the Appendix of this report.

• . Where there is a suggestion of curvature in the relation between data sets,

consideration must be given to the question of whether the curvature is real

and whether there are identifiable systematic effects causing the
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nonlinearity. One possible source of nonlinearity is self-protection in thick

deposits of plutonium. For increasingly thick Pu deposits the interrogating

thermal neutron flux may be depressed, leading to progressively low active

assay values. On the other hand, if an increment of Pu occurs in a part of

the drum distant from the first deposit, the flux depression may be minimal.

Care must be taken in applying nonlinear correction factors, because effects

other than self-protection may be involved°

In this connection it should be noted that there has been a continuing

dialogue between John Caldwell and ourselves as to whether a curvature,

representing self-protection, should be part of the code-dependent matrix

correction factor. We prefer strictly linear correction factors. Although

self-protection does become a severe problem with increasing deposit

thickness, this should be considered to be an effect in individual drums, and

not necessarily uniform over the whole array of drums of the same content

code. The current algorithms represent a compromise between the two points of

view. Some of the matrix correction factors include curvature, but only as a

small contribution in the second degree. Exponential correction factors have

been eliminated.

On the whole the passive and the RFP assays tend to agree with one another,

with the active assay falling lower, sometimes by large factors. That is

before the application of matrix correction factors resulting from the present

study. The principal cause of the depression of active assay values is

inhomogeneity in the matrix. The problem is that the BFM is required to

sample the whole matrix in the drum in order properly to assess the absorption

of the interrogating neutrons. That is possible only if the drum is

completely filled with material of uniform neutron absorption properties. If

it is possible for the thermal neutrons to reach the BFMwithout passing

through the absorptive material of the waste matrix, the BFM cannot see the

effects of absorption where the Pu is located. Despite the disagreement in

terms of absolute values, for many content codes the active assay data are

strongly correlated with the results of the other two methods, differing only

by a constant factor. This suggests that it is possible to derive a

code-dependent correction factor that will correct for the matrix absorption
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and bring the active assay into generalagreement with one or both of the

other methods. There would be no point in mak+,,gsuch correctionsfor cases

• where the passive assay is valid. However, such correction factors provide a

technique for resolving the problems presented by those drums for which the

" high (_n) content invalidatesthe passive assay. For such codes a matrix

correction factor is derived by fittinga straight line to the plot of the

passive vs the active data, using only those passive data points for which the

(a,n) contributionis not too large• Empiricallyit is noticed that the

calculated passive assay error is a good measure of the prominence of the

(a,n) component.+;Inthis study an indicatederror of 30 grams of Pu was

arbitrarily set as the limit of acceptabilityof the passive assay for the

data comparisons. When the operating algorithmswere selected,the limit of

passive assay acceptabilitywas expanded to a 40 gram error.

Considerationof IndividualContent Codes

Following the above-outlinedgeneral procedure, code-dependentcorrection

factors have been derived for many of the content codes. These cases are

individuallyconsidered in the f_ollowingparagraphs. Typically, each

comparison incorporatethree plots" Passiv_ vs active, Rocky Flats vs active,

and passive vs Rocky Flats. Because of their great number, these plots are

relegated to the Appendix.

RFP Sludges: Content Codes 001, 003, 004, and 007

Sludges comprise the largest single classificationof waste received by SWEPP

from Rocky Flats. At Rocky Flats the sludges are assayed by counting a-

particles from thin sources prepared from grab samples of sludge. This

procedure cannot be repeated once the drum is sealed. The sludgeswere

perceivedoriginally to be the most difficult type of matrix to assay with the

PAN system, because of their high macroscopiccross sections for scattering
+

and absorption. As it turns out, these sludges meet the requirementsfor

effective operation of the BFM better than any other waste matrix type

examined thus far. They uniformly fill the drum, and apparently are

reasonably homogeneouswithin a given drum. The homogeneitymay not be
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complete, but for applicationof the assay algorithms it is sufficient to

assume that the waste is piecewise homogeneous. That is, each horizontal

slice that could be cut from the drum is assumed to be homogeneous in Pu

content.

, w

Of the four sludge types, Codes 003 and 007 normally contain too little Pu to

allow adequate statisticalprecision in the passive assay° Code 001 includes

some drums for which passive assay is feasible, but for the most part either

the Pu content is too small or the Am content is high enough to produce too

many (a,n) neutrons for effective passive assay. Therefore most of the

comparisons of assays of sludges are between the Rocky Flats values and the

active assays.

Code 001 and Code 007 sludges are assayed at RFP by alpha counting of samples

prepared from grab samples from a large batch. The TRU value obtained for the

batch is apportioned equally to all drums filled from that batch, lt might

therefore be expected that if a correlation exists between assay values, it

would be on a batch basis rather than an individual drum basis. Batch

averages were compared for both of these matrix types.

Code 001 Sludge. A comparison of the active assay and RFP values for

Code 001 sludge for individualdrums is shown in Figure A-I. There is no
/

obvious correlation'betweenthe two types of assay. An improved picture can

be gained by comparing the average of the SWEPP active assay values for a

given batch with the RFP value for the same batch. To identify a batch, it

was assumed that drums belonging to the same batch would have the same RFP Pu

content and be consecutivelynumbered. Among 1324 Code I drums there were 92

such groups, containing from four to 33 drums each. Figure A-2 is a plot of

the RFP assays versus the group averages of the active assays for the grouped

data. Compared to Figure A-I, Figure A-2 shows a marked improvementin

correlation. While the point scatter appears rather large, there is a

relatively high density of points near the regression line. A linear fit,

with the line forced to go through the origin or coordinates,shows a slope of

1.03. This is an indication of a broad overall agreement between the RFP and

active assays, although the fitting parameter R2 is only 0.48. A further
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evidence of agreement is found in a comparison of the total plutonium

representedby all of _cheassays represented in Figure A-2. 'Thesum of the

• active assays is 5.11 kg, and for the RFP assays the sum is 5.04 kg. This

agreementis better than had been hoped.

Another view of the comparison is provided by Figures A-3 and A-4,

representingfrequencydistributionsof the active and RFP assays,

respectively. Each bar represents the number of drums for which the assay

value fell within the range of the group representedon the abscissa. The

frequencydistributionsare very similar, confirmingthe impression that the

activeassay sees Code 001 sludge very much the same as the Rocky Flats assays

do.

The total neutron output of a drum can be used to deduce the total a activity

if the number of (:,n) neutrons produced per unit _ activity is known.

. Caldwell2 has devised a scheme for deducing this value from the assay data for

the single case of Code 001 sludge. From basic nuclear data it is calculated

. that each gram of typical RFP plutonium emits 61.4 spontaneous fission

neutrons per second. A neutronemission rate observed in excess of the Pu

assay value times 61.4 is assumed to be due to (_,n) activity. The c(activity

is calculated from the Pu assay, using the activity value of 72.3 mCi/g Pu,

and the Rocky Flats inventoryAm value, using the Am activity value of 3432

mCi/g Am. No correction was made for growth of Am between the Rocky Flats

determinationand the SWEPP assays, but time delays for the drums studiedwere

less than three years. Dividing the calculated (:,n) neutron rate by the

calculated_ rate yields the neutron production factor in n/s'mCi. This value

was calculated for all Code 001 drums. The frequencydistribution is shown in

Figure A-5, with the lower yield portion expanded in Figure A-6. The

distributionoF values is very broad. The average value is 13.9 n/s'mCi for

Code 001 sludge, which is a reasonable value for a matrix consisting of

magnesium and iron oxides.

. The inverse of the above procedureallows the Am content of a drum to be

calculated from the excess of neutrons over those expected from 240pu fissions

if the neutron yield per mCi is known. The assay algorithms now contain a

11
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calculationof the americium contentof Code 001 drums using this procedure

and the neutronyield value of 13.9 n/s'mCi. The calculated value is no

better than the value coming from Rocky Flats, but it is based on the assay

value for the individual drum, and not a batch average.

Figure A-7 shows the observed distributionof the moderator parameter MOD for

Code 001. The average value is 0.64, which is characteristicof a moderately

wet medium. Figure A-8 shows the frequencydistributionof the overall

correction factor CF, whose average value is 4.6.

Code OOl Sludge. We next discuss Code 007, "Building374 Sludge",

because it is similar to Code 001 sludge in number of drums assayed to date at

SWEPP. The method of assay at Rocky Flats Plant is similar to that for Code

001, except that the batches over which averages are taken cover a week's time

instead of a single tank load. lt is therefore a little disconcerting that no

real correlationappears between the RFP and active assays, even when batch

assays are considered. The drum-by-drumcomparisonsare shown in Figure A-9,

and the batch-averagecomparison is shown in Figure A-lO. In neither is the

correlationvery good. The active assay values tend to be consistently higher

than the RFP values. For 1743 assays the average active assay is 3.27 grams

Pu, comparedwith the average RFP value of 0.326 grams. The sum of all active

assays is 5733 grams Pu, a factor of 10 higher than the correspondingRFP

value of 571 grams• This is a surprisinglylarge difference,although the

impact upon waste screening is minimal because of the low quantities of Pu

involved•

Figures A-11 and A-12 compare the frequencydistributionsof active and RFP

assays, respectively,for Code 007 sludge• In contrast with Code 001, the

Code 007 distributionsare markedly different.

Figure A-13 shows the frequencydistributionof the (_,n) neutron production

factor+.,calculated as was done for Code 001. The excess neutrons present in

this material are very low, as are all assay values.

Figure A-14 shows the distributionof the moderator index, MOD for Code 007.
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The MOD distributionis distorted becauseMOD was set to zero if the system

totals counting rate is less than 10 counts per second in the assays studied

here. In addition,any values of MOD calculated as greater than 0.9 were set

back to 0.9. Therefore, the assays from which a valid average for MOD can be

determined are comparativelyfew in number. A value of 0.714 has been adopted

for MOD for Code 007. The values calculatedfor individualdrums are ignored.

The distributionof values of the total correction factor, CF, is shown in

Figure A-15. The average correction factor for all Code 007 drums is 6.1. lt

might be suspectedthat this correction factor artificiallymakes the assays

higher than the Rocky Flats values. However, if the correction factor were

reset to unity, the active assays would still be greater than the RFP values.

Code 003 Sludge. Code 003, "Organic Setups", consists of an organic

sludge. In assay it behaves very much like the Code 007 sludge, in that it

contains very small amounts of plutonium,and there is no discernable

. correlation between the results of the separate assays. Figure A-16 shows a

• comparison of RFP resultswith active assay values. A least-squarefit to the

data produced the line shown in Figure A-16, but the fit is not impressive.

Figures A-17 and A-18 show the frequencydistributionsof the moderator

parameter MOD and the total correctionfactor CF. The average value of MOD is

0.39, but this average is biased by the many zeroes generated. In the current

algorithm a fixed value of 0.45 is used for the MOD parameter. The average

value of CF is 6.3.

Code 004 Sludge. Code 004, "SpecialSetups", consists of liquids

absorbed in a cement mixture. Again the Rocky Flats and active assay values

are not well correlated,as can be seen from Figure A-19. The drums of Code

004 are not grouped into batches, so no batch-averagecomparison can be made.

. A comparison of average assay values shows that the active assay is, on the

average, about four times as large as the Rocky Flats value. The amounts of

• plutonium present in the Code 004 drums are on the average larger than they

are for tileother sludge classifications,and a comparison with the

passive-assayvalues is possible. Figure A-20 shows the passive values
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passive-assay values is possible. Figure A-20 shows the passive values

plotted against the active values. The error bars represent the calculated

passive statistical errors. A clear correlation is evident. The slope of the i

fitted line indicates that, on the average, the passive assay values are about

30% lower than the active assays. This is in contrast to the usual

observation in these comparisons, which normally show the active assay lower

than the passive° Figure A-21 compares the passive and Rocky Flats assays of

Code 004 sludge. The distributions of MODand CF are shown in Figures A-22

and A-23, respectively. A MODvalue of 0.51 has now been adopted for Code 004

sl udge.

Table I compares the average values of assays for the sludges. Passive assay

values are included, although the selection algorithm uses no passive results

For the sludges, lt is a bit puzzling that there should be such excellent

agreementon Code 001 between active and Rocky Flats assays, and such poor

agreement on Codes 004 and 007. The Rocky Flats sampling procedures and

preparationof _-counting sources are said to be the same for all of these

sludge codes. The sludges represent the only examples encountered in which

the active assay values are, on the average, higher than the Rocky Flats

values. Were it not for the good agreement between the active and passive

assays on Code 004, and the fact that the Rocky Flats values are higher than

the active assay values for Code 003, it might be suspected that the matrix

correction factors for the active assays are overestimated. The total

correction factors range from 4.55 for Code 001 to 6.15 for Code 007° The

range of these values is too small to explain the assay differences. The

agreement between the active and passive assays for Code 004, coupled with the

agreement between active and RFP values for Code 001, leads to the conclusion

that the conservativedecision is to selectthe active assay as the best

estimate of Pu content for the sludge codes 001 through 007.

14



TABLE 2. Average Values For Assays Of Sludges

Active Assay PassiveAssay RFP Assay

Content Code (g PU) (q Pu) (q Pu)

001 4.2 13.5 4oi

003 1.0 2.0 3.1

004 16.9 12.1 4.4

007 3.3 9.4 0.3

Cemented Sludge, Code 292. Code 292 sludge comes from the recovery

building filter plenums, pumps, and incineratoroff-gas system. Portland

cement is added to absorb free liquid. This material should be similar to the

other sludges in its interactionswith neutrons. However, the active assays

are systematicallya factor of two lower than are the passive assays and the

RFP values. Both the absorption and the moderator correction factors are

substantiallysmaller for Code 292 than for the other sludges. Code 292

sludge represents one case for which the BFM cannot properly sample the

absorption of the waste matrix. Whereas the wast_ material uniformly fills

the drum for the other sludges,Code 292 sludge is packaged in 3.8-1iter

polyethylenebottles• The spacing between bottles, plus the fact that the

bottles may not be completelyfilled, leaves channels through which thermal

neutrons may reach the BFM without properly indicatingthe absorption of the

sludge within the bottles. Consequentlythe active assaystend to be

underestimatesof the TRU content of the drum.
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Figure A-24 shows the comparison of the passive and active assays for Code

292. A linear fit to the data shows a slope of 1.94, meaning that on the

whole the passive assay yields values about 1.94 times the active assay.

There is an indication of curvature in the data that the linear fit does not

reproduce. The dashed line represents the parabolic correction factor that is

now used in the SWEPPalgorithms. Figure A-25 shows a plot of the Rocky Flats

assays against the active assays. The slope of the fitted curve is 2.51,

slightly higher than the slope of Figure A-24. There is less suggestion of

curvature, leading to the question of whether the nonlinearity shown in Figure

A-24 is in the active or the passive data. Figure A-2G compares the passive

assay data with the Rocky Flats values for Code 292. They are in reasonable

agreement, but the passive values are about 30% lower. In all but three cases

the passive assay met the criteria in the algorithm and was the selected assay

value. The corrected active assay value waschosen for only three low-content

drums.

Graphite matrices, Codes 300 and 303. On the whole, these matrices

are among the most benign of all the waste forms examined thus far. Graphite

has a high neutron scattering cross section and a low neutron absorption cross

section. Therefore the matrix effects for neutron assays, both active and

passive, can be expected to be minintal.This expectation is realized in

practice. Figures A-27 through A-2g show the intercomparisonof the three

methods of assay. For both the passive and the RFP assays the fit vs the

active assay values has a slope near 1.50, the passive-activeslope being 1.49

and the RFP-active slope being 1.53. The dashed curves in Figures A 27 and A-

28 represent the current correction factor for the active assay values, lt .

represents a compromise correction for self-protection. The lone assay near
i,I

100 g indicatesthat the curved line may grossly overpredict the Pu content in

the higher assay range. In any event, there will be very few times that the

decision tree will defer to the correctedactive assay, as the (:,n) activity ._

is usually very small in these matrices. The passive assay value is nearly :

always chosen. ' 'i,l
Jl

.,
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Code 320: Tantalum Crucibles. This was the first waste type for

which the inhomogeneousmatrix effect was noticed, lt very early became clear

• that the active assay values for Code 320 waste were about one-fourthof the

values indicat_,dby the passive and RFP assays,which usually agreed within

" 20%. The Rocky Flats Plant has used two types of tantalum crucibles,one

being generally cylindrical in shape and the other in the general form of a

flat rectangular box. All of the Code 320 drums for which the Real-Time

Radiography (RTR) images have been checked have contained crucibles of the

rectangular style, except for two drums that evidentlywere misclassified.
/

Those appeared to be actually Code 480 drums, as they showed pipes and valves.

The rectangular cruciblesare stacked in a single column in the middle of the

drum, with lighter weight packing material surroundingthem to hold them in

place. Tantalum has a neutron absorption cross section of 21.7 barns, which

is a comparativelylarge cross section for a waste matrix. The residual

plutonium, being plated on the interior surfaces of the crucibles, is well

. shielded from the interrogating neutron flux. Nevertheless, the absorption

correction factor derived by the assay system is seldomdifferent from 1.00,

. meaning that the second flux monitor has failed to detect that this is a

highly absorptive matrix• Theore_son for this failure is that there is a lot

of room around the tantalum column for neutrons to stream past and reach the

BFM. The scattered flux appears to the BFMto be unaffected by the absorption

in tantalum, and an unrealisticcorrection factor is generated.

Figures A-30 through A-32 show the comparisonof the three assay methods for

Code 320 waste. In Figure A-30 the solid line represents a linear fit to the

plot of passive vs active assays. The slope is 4.23. The processing code now

uses the quadratic correction representedby the dashed line of Figure A-30.

Both curves fit the availabledata adequately. The data are still a bit

sparse to make a final judgment between the two fits. This relationshipwill

be reexamined as additional data become available. The passive and RFP values

. are in good agreement. The comparison in Figure A-32 shows that they differ

on the whole by only 11%.
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Code 330: Dry Paper and Rags. Code 330 data are quite sparse in the

currentdata set. This should be one of the most benign of all matrices,

Neverthelessboth the RFP data and the passive assays indicate that the active

assay requires a correction factor of about 2. Figures A-33 to A-35 show the

comparisonsof the three types of assays. Linear fits are represented by

solid lines. The current algorithm assigns the active assays a generic

correction grouped with "all other" codes that have not had individual

corrections assigned. The correction is representedby dashed lines in

FiguresA-33 and A-34. The pictureis clouded by the presence of one passive

assay with a relatively high value. Additional data will be required to

clarify the issue.

Code 335: Absolute Filters. This is another matrix type that has few

examples to examine and has not previously been treated individually. Like

Code 330, Code 335 has the correction factor intended for "all other" codes,

Despite the sparse data, it is evident that the active assay requires a

correction closer to the linear fit value of about 1.7, rather than the

generic correction. The passive and RFP assays are usually within about 11%

agreement. Data comparisonsare shown in Figures A-36 to A-38. These drums

contain relatively small amountsof Pu, and the passive value will be used in

most cases, so the details of the active assay correction are of minimal

consequence.

Code 336: Moist Paper and Rags. FiguresA-39 through A-41 show the

assay comparisons for Code 336. Correlation is best for the RFP-active assay

comparison,although a correction factor of 2.89 is indicated. The generic

correction factor falls far short. The passive assay values are comparatively

widely scattered.

Code 337: Plastics,Teflon, PVC. Most plastics contain hydrogen, a

moderator. Teflon contains no hydrogen, but is composed of fluorine and

carbon, both having very low thermal neutron absorptioncross sections. PVC

contains both hydrogen and chlorine, the latter being a strong neutron

absorber. Therefore Code 337 could be a somewhat schizophrenicmatrix.

Assays of drums included in the present sample appear to be dominated by
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neutron-absorbingPVC. Figure A-42, displaying the relation between the

passive ana active assays, shows essentiallya linear behavior with a

" correction factor of about 2.5 required for the active assays• Figure A-43

shows the RFP-active assay relationship,with a slope in good agreement with,

that of Figure A-42. Two surprisinglyhigh RFP values appear. These points

are missing from the RFP-passivecomparison in Figure A-44, because the

correspondingpassive assay values have error estimates exceeding 30 g Pu.

The "all other" correction, in which classificationCode 337 falls,

undercorrectsthe active assays. A constant correction factor of about 2.5

should be used for active assays of this matrix type.

Code 33g: Leaded Gloves. The Rocky Flats Plant uses leaded gloves

for personnel protection in all plutonium areas. The gloves range in

thickness from 30 to 90 mils. Lead has a fairly low thermal neutron

absorptioncross section, 0.17 b, so it might be expected that the absorption

. correction factor for this code might be rather small. The assay data show

that, on the contrary, this is one of the more highly absorptive matrices.

• The fit of passive vs active assay data, Figure A-45, shows that a correction

factor of about 2.7 is required to force the active assay to agree with the

passive. This is in addition to a correction factor of 2.6 produced

internallyfrom the BFM response. Comparison of the active assay data with

the RFP results, Figure A-46, indicatesa systematicfactor of 3.4 between

these two methods. Figure A-47 compares the passive and the Rocky Flats

assays for Code 339 waste. Another comparison between assay techniques for

this matrix is available. Rocky Flats made a mockup of a drum containing

known amountsof Pu in a leaded-glovematrix.3 They found that a correction

factor of 1.85 had to be applied to the passive assay to force agreementwith

the.known Pu content. This was in good agreement with the factor of 2.1 that

was observed earlier between passive assays at SWEPP and the Rocky Flats gamma

assay values for a small sample of assays, but is in not quite so good

. agreementwith the present 27% difference. The lesson to be learned here is

that care must be taken in basing conclusionson small bodies of data. As the

. data base increases in size, it is necessary to reexamine the data and update

the correction factors as necessary.
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In Figure A-46 three curves are shown. The solid line represents the least-

squares fit to the data shown, while the dashed line represents the generic

correction factor included in the SWEPP algorithms. The dotted line
i

represents the fit to the passive data shown in Figure A-45. The latter curve

appears to represent better a large subgroup of Rocky Flats assays than does

thesolid line, which is influenced by the three relatively high Rocky Flats

points. The algorithmfor this matrix type should be changed to use a

constant correction factor of 2.65 for the active assays.

Code 371: Firebrick. Firebrick is largely a neutron scattering

medium, so Code 371 would not be expected to show a large absorption

correction. Indeed,the BFM/monitor ratio leads to an absorption correction

factor of 1.0. However, comparison with the passive assay, Figure A-48,

suggests a correction factor of 2.1, while the comparison with the RFP assay,

Figure A-49, indicatesa factor of 1.9 is needed for the active assays. Code

371 does not have a unique correction factor, lt is grouped with the "all

other" classification,which uses the correction factor represented by the

dashed lines in Figures A-48 and A-49. Code 371 assays appear to be

adequately served by the generic correction factor. Figure A-50 compares the

passive and Rocky Flats assays. This one of the few cases for which the

passive assay is overallgreater than the RFP as,_ay. The fitted line in

Figure A-50 indicatesthat on the average the passive assays are about 3%

greater than the RFP assays.

Code 374: Blacktop, Concrete,Dirt, and Sand. This is a code of very

low Pu content, and most assay values fall near zero. There are not enough

assays with substantialPu values to make a consistent comparison. The

comparisonsare shown in Figures A-51 throughA-53. The solid lines represent

the fitted curves, but the fits are not significant. Code 374 is grouped with

the "all other" codes. This treatment is adequate within the uncertainties.

Code 376: Cemented Insulationand Filter Media. Code 376 is one of

the truly pathologicalmatrices encountered in RFP waste. The RTR images show

filters, boxes, and miscellaneousitems randomly loaded into the drum. The

result is an inhomogeneousmatrix that is porous to thermal neutrons and does
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not allow the BFM to assess the absorptive propertiesof the waste adequately

in the active assay, An additional problem is that many of the drums contain

• fluorides. As a consequence,these drums tend to have high outputs of (_,n)

neutrons,which in many cases overload the coincidencecircuitry and

• invalidate the passive assay. However, there are enough drums with low

numbers of (a,n)neutrons to allow a comparisonbetween the active and passive

assays, and normalizationof the active to the passive response. Of a data

base of 795 drums, 557 show passive assay errors between 0 and 30 g Pu, and

therefore are acceptableassays. Figure A-54 shows the acceptable passive

assay values plotted againstthe uncorrectedactive assay values. A linear

fit yields a slope of 2.54, as representedby the solid line. The current

matrix correctionalgorithm uses the constant correction factor 2.54 for

active assays of Code 376 waste•

Close examinationof Figure A-54 reveals that there are a great many points

failing below the fitted line at low Pu contents. For these drums the passive

and active assays are approximatelyequal. At higher Pu contents there are

. more points above than below the line. The question arises as to whether a

curvilinearcorrection factor should be used. We do not favor curvilinear

correction factors because they may lead to gross overestimatesof the Pu

content in the regions of higher Pu content, particularly_if extrapolated

beyond the region of fit. Figure A-55 compares the Rocky Flats assays with

the active assays. All assays are represented,not just those for which the

passive assays are acceptable• There are a great many low-content assays

represented,but the effect is not as pronounced as in the case of the passive

assays. Figure A-56 shows a comparisonof Rocky Flats assays with the

(uncorrected)active assays for the 238 drums for which the passive assay

errors fall outside of the acceptable range 0-30 g Pu. These are the drums

for which the passive assay is not reliable, and the algorithm switches to the

corrected active assay. The relationshipappears linear, and there is no sign

z of the lower, heavily populatedgroup. As the drums in this figure representP

the only cases for which the algorithmwould branch back to the active assay,

it is clear that a linear correction factor is quite appropriate.
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Figure A-57 shows a comparison of the passive assays with the Rocky Flats

assays for Code 376. The slope of the fit is 0.72, indicatingthat the two

methods agree with each other within 28%.

Code 393: Sand, Slag, and Crucibles. Code 393 waste consists of the

residue from processing magnesium oxide sand, slag, and crucibles. The waste

is packaged in 1.9- and 3.8-1iter polyethylenebottles. Rocky Flats assays of

individual bottles are performed on what they call their can counter, which

uses a Nal detector. This procedure has the advantage that the assayed

samples are small, well-defined,and uniforn1.Another advantage of the Rocky

Flats assay is that this and similar codes have beenthe subject of an

inventory verificationprogram, which compared the assays by the can counter

with assays by a calorimeter.

Approximately15-20 bottles are loaded into one 208-1iterdrum. Since

magnesium is a prolific source of (¢,n) neutrons,the drums have high neutron

source strengths. Very few drums of this matrix type can be assayed by the

passive system. Therefore a relationshipbetween the passive and active

assays cannot be established. Comparison of the active assays with the RFP

assays (FigureA-58) indicatesa correction factor of about 2.8 for the active

data to achieve general agreementwith the RFP assays. Currently Code 393 is

included in the "all other" classification,and the matrix correction follows

the dashed line in Figure A-58. The corrected assay is therefore

underpredictedby about 50 g Pu over most of the range shown in the figure.

Codes 409 and 411: Molten Salts. These materials are chloride salts

of magnesium, potassium, sodium, and calcium, and are used in plutonium

recovery operations. At Rocky Flats the salts to be discarded are packaged in

#303 produce cans. The cans are individuallyassayed by segmentedgamma

scanning before being placed in the 208-1iterdrums. The non-destructive

assay of molten salts has been the subject of a series of studies under the

Continuous InventoryVerificationPlan at Rocky Flats Plant. The SGS assays

were compared with values obtained from calorimetricmeasurements,with the

latter being corrected for contributionsfrom 241Am using isotopic information

gained from gamma spectroscopyof the samples. Overall these studies show
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agreement between the two methods of from 3% to 5%. This excellent agreement

indicatesthat the Rocky Flats assays of molten salts are very reliable. For

" a drum containing cans of molten salt waste the Rocky Flats assay should be

correctwithin 10% unless an error has been made in counting the cans loaded

into the drum.

The components of the salts are all moderately high producers of (_,n)

neutrons, so the intimate mixture of Pu and Am with these materials makes a

formidablesource of uncorrelatedneutrons, lt is a rare drum of this salt

that can be successfullyassayed by the passive neutron method. Therefore no

meaningful comparisons between the passive and active assays can be made. The

active assay is itself limited by the neutron absorption in chlorine, which

has a 33.5 b thermal absorption cross section. As for deriving an absorption

correctionfrom the BFM response,the molten salts are a worse case than Code

320. Some drums contain only two or three cans of salt, and these lie on the

bottom of the drum where they have no effect upon the neutron flux seen by the

BFM. Therefore the assay system derives a correction factor of 1.00 where the

true correction factor would have to be near 10.w

|

The only way the SWEPP assay system can be used on molten salt matrices is to

calibrate the active assays in terms of the Rocky Flats assay values. Figure

A-59 shows the Rocky Flats assay values for Code 409 waste plotted against the

active assay results. The relationshipis linear, and the fitted curve shows

a slope of 10.87, which is the correctionfactor that must be applied to the

active assay to derive the correctedassay value. Figure A-60 shows the

coFrespondingdata and fit for Code 411. The correction factor for Code 411

is 13.7. There is considerablescatter in the data, and the standard

deviation of Y upon X is 35 g Pu for Code 409 a._d43 g Pu for 411. Some of

the scatter may be due to the variations in effective positioningof the waste

within the drum.

Many drums have a very few containers lying on the bottom, while others are

. filled more than half full. In the latter case it is possible for the system

to derive a correction factor greater than 1.00. Since the fit to the RFP

data is dominated by assays for which the system-generatedcorrection factor
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is 1.00, any higher correction factor will produce an over-estimateof the Pu

content of the drum. Therefore the proper treatment of assay data for Codes

409 and 411 is to delete the BFM-generatedcorrection factor completely, using
q

only the assigned matrix correction factor. This procedure is followed in the

current version of the assay algorithms.

Measurementof the Matrix CorrectionFactor for Salt Matrices. Such

large correction factors as those derived for the molten salts are not readily

accepted without additional confirmation. To obtain such confirmationan

experimentwas performed to determine a generic correction factor for rock

salt. Rock salt was chosen for the mockup because it is readily available and

because it is a chloride. Chlorine is the principal neutron absorber in rock

salt, just as it is in the molten salts.

In the experiment an empty drum was preparedwith sample tubes, as shown in

Figure 2. The test drum was patterned after the units used by Caldwell et

al.1 in the original calibrationof the system. The sample tubes are

installedat radii 0 cm, 10 cm, and 20 cm from the center of the drum. Rock

salt was added to the drum in successive 13-cm layers. For each level of rock

salt, assays were performedwith a metal plutonium sample placed at different

positions down the outer sample tube shown in Figure 2. This is the radial

position that the original Los Alamos studiesI identifiedas the effective

average position for a sample to simulate uniform loading of the drum. The Pu

sample was a group of nine one-gram metal foils. Because of self-protection,

the effective active assay value of the sample was about two grams in the

empty drum. The passive assays averaged about 7 grams, indicating perhaps
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Figure 2. Test drum for salt matrix.
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that the plutonium of the foils had slightly less 240pu than standard Rocky

Flats plutonium.

The results of the experiment are summarized in Figure 3. The observed counts

from the two flux monitors are plotted logarithmically according to the scale

on the left side of the figure, The matrix correction factor derived from the

ratio of the two monitor counts is plotted linearly to the scale on the right

side of the figure• Although both monitors respond almost immediately to the

absorption of neutrons by added salt, the derived correction factor does not

depart from unity until the drum contains about 25 cm of salt. Then the salt

comes into the effective vision angle of the second flux monitor, and the

correction factor rapidly rises to an approximately constant value near I0.

The correction factor actually tails off as more salt is added, evidently due

to the continued decrease in the counting rate of the first flux monitor. The

"plateau" value of I0 is approximately the same as the correction factors

deduced for the molten salts from comparisons with the Rocky Flats assays.

The matrix correction factors derived from the assay comparisons are therefore

quite credible.

The question presents itself as to whether we really gain anything from

assaying the molten salts at SWEPP,when these assays must be normalized to

the Rocky Flats results anyway• lt should be kept in mind that the

normalization to the Rocky Flats data is a comparison to the general trend of

assays, and not to individual drum values° There are two reasons for

continuing the SWEPPassays. They give a double check on the "as-loaded"

condition of the drum, guarding against a possible inventory error in filling

the drum with individually_assayed packages. Also, it may be necessary to

rely more heavily on the SWEPPassays when older waste is encountered. In

such cases the active assay, with its normalization refined with experience in

assaying many drums, may provide the most reliable estimate of the TRU content

of the drum.
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Code 422: Soot. Of the 5000 drums included in the data base used in

the present study, only four are of Code 422. lt is difficult to draw

conclusionsfrom such a sparse data set, but it appears that the active and
a

passive assays are in good general agreement. The "all other" correction

factor suits the active assay weil, in comparisonto the passive assays. The

Rocky Flats assays are about double the values of the other two methods. The

assays of Code 422 are shown in Figures A-61 throughA-63.

Code 432: Resin, Leached and Cemented. The assays for Code 432 are

represented in Figures A-64 through A-66_ The "all other" correction factor

is adequate for the active assays. The passive and Rocky Flats assays agree

within about 25%.

Codes 440 and 442, Glass Matrices. These two codes are similar in

that they are both glasses. They differ in that Code 440 contains ordinary

borosilicatelaboratoryglassware, while Code 442 contains Raschig rings, a

special high-boron glass used as a neutron absorber. At present the SWEPP

algorithms do not include unique correction factors for these two codes, which

are grouped in the "all other" classification..This correction factor

underpredictsthe active assays, in comparisonto the other two assay methods.

The passive assay values are consistentlylower than the RFP value, by a

factor of about two. To obtain agreement between the active assay and the

Rocky Flats assay, correction factors of 4.0 for Code 440 and ]1.6 for Code

442 would be required. Assay comparisons for Code 440 are shown in FiguresA-

67 to A-6g, and for Code 442 in Figures A-70 through A-72.

Codes 480 and 481: Non-SS Scrap Metals. These codes represent

principally iron and steel scrap materials. The difference between them is

that for Code 481 waste an attempt has been made to leach out the Pu

contamination,while Code 480 waste is unleached. Most of the drums in these

categories on hand at INEL were assayed at Rocky Flats using the South Drum

Counter, a gamma assay instrumentusing a Nal detector. Since 23 March 1987

these drums have been assayed by SGS. For an interim period a software

restriction prevented the SGS system from performing an assay if the
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transmissionsource showed a transmissionless than 0.5%. Such drums had to

be taken back to the South Drum Counter.

For Codes 480 and 481 the passive assays and Rocky Flats assays are in

excellent agreement, in the main. However, a large proportion of the Code 480

drums contain strong (=,n) sources, and the passive assays are rendered

unreliable. When comparisons are restricted to those passive assays showing

error estimates smaller than 30 grams Pu, however, a clear correlation

appears, as can be seen in Figure A-73. The slope of the curve indicates a

correctionfactor of 2.58. Figure A-74 shows the correspondingcomparison

between the RFP and active assays. The slope of the fitted curve is 2.90.

Becausethe matrices are essentiallyidentical, a correction factor of 2.90

has been adopted for both Code 480 and Code 481 active assays. Figure A-75,

comparingthe passive and Rocky Flats assays, shows that these are in

generallygood agreement.

Code 490: Filters, CW$. Figures A-76 through A-78 compare the assays

. for Code 490 drums. The assays cover a limited range, and no clear

correlationpattern is evident. The active assays use the "all other"

correction factor, but in most cases the passive assay value will be accepted

for Code 490.

Miscellaneous Codes. Someof the codes in the data set studied

included only one or two drums. For such codes too little data exist to make

meaningful comparisons among the assay techniques. Until additional data

become available, the miscellaneous codes will be grouped in the "all other"

category of the algorithm decision tree.

CONCLUSIONS

- The Passive-ActiveNeutron Assay System is very versatile,yielding good

result_ in the assay of nuclear waste of a wide variety of compositions. The

comparisons with the Rocky Flats assays show overallgood agreement. Each

mode of assay has its limitations. The passive assay technique requires that
i
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the neutron coincidence rates yield adequate statisticalprecision, but that

the (=,n) neutron rate be restrictedto rates within the capacity of the

system to identify true coincidences. Matrix effects are minimal with the

passive system. The active assay technique is very sensitiveto small amounts

of plutonium and yields excellentstatistical precision,but is highly

susceptibleto matrix effects. These matrix effects are due to absorption of

the interrogatingthermal neutrons by the materials of the waste. To make

effective use of the active assay technique it is essential that the

compositionof the waste matrix be known. The Rocky Flats assays, except for

the sludges, utilize gamma-ray counting techniques, which are subject to their

own large matrix effects. Developmentof correction factors for a wide

variety of waste matrices has been refined over a period of many years at

Rocky Flats. These efforts have evidently been very successful. We have

gained new respect for the overall effectivenessof the Rocky Flats assay

techniques through the assay comparisonsof the present study. The

comparisons of active assays with the passive assay results and the Rocky

Flats values has made it possible to derive matrix correction factors that

allow the active assay to yield acceptableresults where the passive assay

technique fails.

Table 3 summarizesthe results of the various linear fits that were used to

compare the results of the three methods of assay, and to derive matrix

correction factors for the active assays. The matrix correction factors

derived from the fits are the slopes of the fits of passive assay vs

uncorrected active assay for the most part. Fits of the Rocky Flats

measurementsvs the active assays were used in some cases, notably the molten

salts. The actual correction factorsadopted are those shown in Table I.

Some compromiseswere made in arrivingat the adopted values, notably the

acceptance of a parabolic fit to simulate the possible effects of self-

protection in some matrices.

The standard deviations of Y upon X listed in Table 4 represent a measure of

the precisionof the assays. Some of the values look remarkably small in view

of the amount of point scatter shown in the various figures. This is notably

true for Code 376 waste. The standarddeviation is dominatedby the many
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assays falling close to the fitted line. Figure 4 shows the frequency

distributionof the residuals in the RFP-activeassay fit of Figure A-55.

These residuals do not represent errors in theactive assays alone, but

represent a convolutionof the error distributionsof the active and the Rocky

" Flats assays. The distributionis dominated by a large, narrow central peak,

indicatingthat most residuals are small. The curve represents the shape of

the normal distribution. There are many points having residualsgreater than

would be expected if the residuals followed a normal distribution. This

situation illustratesthe difficulty of assigningerror estimates to assays of

nuclear waste. Whatever reasonable estimate is used for the error, there will

be some assays for which the errors are dramaticallygreater. A reliable

system of error estimation will require an intensive study of the systematics

of the waste assay procedures.
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APPENDIX !

w

. The plotsin this Appendixrepresentthe assaycomparisonsand data fitting

uponwhichare basedthe derivationof matrixcorrectionfactorsfor the

activeassays. The solidlinesrepresentthe linearfitto the data. The

dashedlinesrepresentthe matrixcorrectionsused in the currentalgorithms,

when theseare differentfromthe linearfits.
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